ABOUT THE COLLEGE
PSG College of Technology, an institution of academic excellence was founded in the year 1951 by PSG Sons’ and Charities. The mission of the institution is to provide world class engineering education, foster Research and development, evolve innovative applications of technology, encourage entrepreneurship and ultimately mould young men and women.

ABOUT THE DEPARTMENT
The department of Information Technology was established in the year 1999 with a vision to develop quality engineers to meet the current needs in the emerging world. The Department facilitates quality education in the IT domain to achieve higher goals in technical and Research fronts for professional development and social improvement.

ABOUT THE PROGRAMME
This FDP introduces fundamentals of Machine Learning, different Deep Learning Models, applications and research outcomes addressing the theoretical and practical aspects on Deep Learning.

ELIGIBILITY
Faculty members, research scholars and industry participants can apply.

IMPORTANT DATE
Last date for registration : 15.01.2021
Last date for receipt of DD : 21.01.2021

RESOURCE PERSONS
Eminent experts from top-notch industries and academic institutions will handle the sessions.

ORGANISING COMMITTEE
CHIEF PATRON
Shri. L. Gopalakrishnan
Managing Trustee
PATRON
Dr. K. Prakasan
Principal-in-charge
CONVENER
Dr. K. Umanaheswari
Professor and Head, IT
COORDINATORS
Dr. R. Rekha, Ms. R. Padmashani
Assistant Professor, IT

REGISTRATION
Faculty members & Research scholars: Rs.500/-
Industry participants : Rs.750/-
Faculty/research scholars of PSG Institutions are exempted from registration fee.

Registration fee in the form of DD is to be drawn in favor of “PSG CNCE”, payable at Coimbatore.

ADDRESS FOR sending DD
Dr. R. Rekha
Assistant Professor / IT
PSG College of Technology
Peelamedu, Coimbatore - 641 004.
Mobile : +91 98421 63683
Email : deepfdppsgct@gmail.com

Registration Link: https://forms.gle/se85WMsRMP5JpfSj7
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